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between people and ice has received little focus—until now. As one of the world’s leading experts on climate change,
Henry Pollack provides an accessible, comprehensive survey of ice as a force of nature, and the potential consequences
as we face the possibility of a world without ice. A World Without Ice traces the effect of mountain glaciers on
supplies of drinking water and agricultural irrigation, as well as the current results of melting permafrost and
shrinking Arctic sea ice—a situation that has degraded the habitat of numerous animals and sparked an international
race for seabed oil and minerals. Catastrophic possibilities loom, including rising sea levels and subsequent flooding of
lowlying regions worldwide, and the ultimate displacement of millions of coastal residents. A World Without Ice
answers our most urgent questions about this pending crisis, laying out the necessary steps for managing the
unavoidable and avoiding the unmanageable.
US Submarines 1941–45 Jim Christley 2012-02-20 Naval warfare in the Pacific changed completely with the Japanese
attack on Pearl Harbor in 1941. The strategic emphasis shifted from battleships to much more lethal, far-ranging
weapons systems; one of these was the submarine. This book details the design and development, classes, weapons and
equipment, tactics and operational history of the US submarine in World War II. Detailed tables, photographs, and
superb color plates depict the force that had an effect far beyond its size – the submarine accounted for 55% of all
Japanese shipping losses, despite suffering the highest percentage loss of any unit of the United State Armed Forces in
World War II.
Royal Navy Submarine Peter Goodwin 2015-05-01 Launched in 1945 and commissioned two years later, submarine
HMS Alliance was built for service with the Royal Navy in the Far East. Alliancehad a long and distinguished career
of more than 28 years that took her all over the world. Today, Alliance is the centrepiece at the Royal Navy
Submarine Museum, Gosport, where the submarine experience is brought to life by tours around the boat. Former
submariner and historian Peter Goodwin gives Alliance the Haynes Manual treatment, examining in detail her
construction and restoration, and describing what it was like to live, work and go to war in a submarine.
Submarines Paul E. Fontenoy 2007 From the steam-powered models introduced in World War I to today's nuclearpowered, multiweaponed technological wonders, submarines have revolutionized warfare on the world's seas. This
volume follows the extraordinary development of this key component of the world's navies. * Approximately 80 vivid
photos and technical illustrations of the most significant submarine models over the past century, from the steamdriven models used in World War I to today's nuclear-powered classes * A reference section provides a comprehensive
and concise summary of the designs of every significant submarine class that has operated worldwide since 1900, plus
summaries of their service
Submarine Hydrodynamics Martin Renilson 2018-04-20 This book covers specific aspects of submarine hydrodynamics in
a very practical manner. The author reviews basic concepts of ship hydrodynamics and goes on to show how they are
applied to submarines, including a look at the use of physical model experiments. The book is intended for professionals
working in submarine hydrodynamics, as well as for advanced students in the field. This revised edition includes updated
information on empirical methods for predicting the hydrodynamic manoeuvring coefficients, and for predicting the
resistance of a submarine. It also includes new material on how to assess propulsors, and includes measures of wake
distortion, which has a detrimental influence on propulsor performance. Additional information on safe manoeuvring
envelopes is also provided. The wide range of references has been updated to include the latest material in the field.
Submarine Tom Clancy 2003-05-06 Only the author of The Hunt for Red October could capture the reality of life
aboard a nuclear submarine. Only a writer of Mr. Clancy's magnitude could obtain security clearance for information,
diagrams, and photographs never before available to the public. Now, every civilian can enter this top secret
world...the weapons, the procedures, the people themselves...the startling facts behind the fiction that made Tom
Clancy a #1 bestselling author.
The Control of Nature John McPhee 2011-04-01 While John McPhee was working on his previous book, Rising from the
Plains, he happened to walk by the engineering building at the University of Wyoming, where words etched in limestone
said: "Strive on--the control of Nature is won, not given." In the morning sunlight, that central phrase--"the control
of nature"--seemed to sparkle with unintended ambiguity. Bilateral, symmetrical, it could with equal speed travel in
opposite directions. For some years, he had been planning a book about places in the world where people have been
engaged in all-out battles with nature, about (in the words of the book itself) "any struggle against natural forces-heroic or venal, rash or well advised--when human beings conscript themselves to fight against the earth, to take
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Covert Shores H. Sutton 2016-05-05 2nd Edition. Until now, the underwater craft employed by the World's Special
Forces have been known only to a select few. Covert Shores is the first complete and documented insight into the
little-known world of the mini-subs, Swimmer Delivery Vehicles (SDVs) and other underwater vehicles used by the U. S.
Navy SEALs, Special Boat Service, Spetsnaz and more. Operating under a blanket of secrecy, these craft have remained
hidden and unrecorded in a way that no other class of military vehicles has. Covert Shores reveals the craft, units,
missions and tactics of this unseen world. Spanning from 1776 to the present day, and covering activities in many
countries including US, Great Britain, Italy, Israel, Russia, France, Germany, Yugoslavia and Sweden, this book is
filled with tales of the ingenuity, resourcefulness, experimentation and cunning of those involved in the design and
operations of these expert craft. A must-read for all military enthusiasts. 274 pages 8.5"x11" full color with over
100 original color illustrations.Foreword by Larry Bond
Submarine Warfare Antony Preston 1999 Submarine Warfare is an authoritative history of these crafts, from their
humble, leaky beginnings to their high-tech modern successors. With remarkable photographs and fascinating technical
illustrations and cross sections, the crafts, crews, weapons, missions, and men behind these intriguing vessels are
explored and celebrated in riveting detail.
The Military Balance 2021 The International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) 2021-02-25 Published each year
since 1959, The Military Balance is an indispensable reference to the capabilities of armed forces across the globe. It
will be of interest to anyone interested in security and military issues and is regularly consulted by academia, media,
armed forces, the private sector and government. Key Elements: 1. Data on the military organisations, equipment
inventories and defence budgets of 171 countries 2. Analysis of major developments affecting defence policy and
procurement, and defence economics, arranged region-by-region. 3. Key trends in the land, sea and air domains, and in
cyberspace 4. Selected defence procurement programmes, arranged region-by-region 5. Full-colour graphics including
maps and illustrations 6. Extensive explanatory notes and references 7. The hardcopy edition is accompanied by a fullcolour wall chart Features in the 2021 edition include: - Analytical texts on future maritime competition, battle
management systems, China’s civil-military integration and fractures in the arms-control environment - Military cyber
capabilities - Analysis of developments in defence policy, military capability and defence economics and industry for
China, Egypt, Finland, Indonesia, Russia, Senegal and the United States. - A wallchart illustrating global submarine
holdings and key trends in subsurface warfare
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Marine Mammals and Noise W. John Richardson 2013-10-22 Many marine mammals communicate by emitting sounds that
pass through water. Such sounds can be received across great distances and can influence the behavior of these
undersea creatures. In the past few decades, the oceans have become increasingly noisy, as underwater sounds from
propellers, sonars, and other human activities make it difficult for marine mammals to communicate. This book
discusses, among many other topics, just how well marine mammals hear, how noisy the oceans have become, and what
effects these new sounds have on marine mammals. The baseline of ambient noise, the sounds produced by machines and
mammals, the sensitivity of marine mammal hearing, and the reactions of marine mammals are also examined. An essential
addition to any marine biologist's library, Marine Mammals and Noise will be especially appealing to marine
mammalogists, researchers, policy makers and regulators, and marine biologists and oceanographers using sound in their
research.
The Delft Systems Approach Hans P. M. Veeke 2008-05-23 The pace of development in knowledge and know-how in the
Organisation Sciences, Logistics and Information Technology is rapid. However, the gap between those who practice
these sciences and the practicing manager is becoming larger rather than smaller. The Delft Systems Approach describes
a fundamental approach for analysing industrial systems, which emphasizes a concept that can be used by all
disciplines involved. It sets out to close the gap between theory and practice.
A World Without Ice Henry Pollack Ph.D. 2010-11-02 A co-winner of the 2007 Nobel Peace Prize offers a clear-eyed
explanation of the planet’s imperiled ice. Much has been written about global warming, but the crucial relationship
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what is not given, to rout the destroying enemy, to surround the base of Mt. Olympus demanding and expecting the
surrender of the gods." His interest had first been sparked when he went into the Atchafalaya--the largest river swamp
in North America--and had learned that virtually all of its waters were metered and rationed by a U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers' project called Old River Control. In the natural cycles of the Mississippi's deltaic plain, the time had come
for the Mississippi to change course, to shift its mouth more than a hundred miles and go down the Atchafalaya, one of
its distributary branches. The United States could not afford that--for New Orleans, Baton Rouge, and all the
industries that lie between would be cut off from river commerce with the rest of the nation. At a place called Old
River, the Corps therefore had built a great fortress--part dam, part valve--to restrain the flow of the Atchafalaya
and compel the Mississippi to stay where it is. In Iceland, in 1973, an island split open without warning and huge
volumes of lava began moving in the direction of a harbor scarcely half a mile away. It was not only Iceland's premier
fishing port (accounting for a large percentage of Iceland's export economy) but it was also the only harbor along
the nation's southern coast. As the lava threatened to fill the harbor and wipe it out, a physicist named Thorbjorn
Sigurgeirsson suggested a way to fight against the flowing red rock--initiating an all-out endeavor unique in human
history. On the big island of Hawaii, one of the world's two must eruptive hot spots, people are not unmindful of the
Icelandic example. McPhee went to Hawaii to talk with them and to walk beside the edges of a molten lake and
incandescent rivers. Some of the more expensive real estate in Los Angeles is up against mountains that are rising and
disintegrating as rapidly as any in the world. After a complex coincidence of natural events, boulders will flow out
of these mountains like fish eggs, mixed with mud, sand, and smaller rocks in a cascading mass known as debris flow.
Plucking up trees and cars, bursting through doors and windows, filling up houses to their eaves, debris flows
threaten the lives of people living in and near Los Angeles' famous canyons. At extraordinary expense the city has built
a hundred and fifty stadium-like basins in a daring effort to catch the debris. Taking us deep into these contested
territories, McPhee details the strategies and tactics through which people attempt to control nature. Most striking
in his vivid depiction of the main contestants: nature in complex and awesome guises, and those who would attempt to
wrest control from her--stubborn, often ingenious, and always arresting characters.
Armed Forces Journal International 1987-08
BMT Abstracts 1986
"Execute against Japan" Joel Ira Holwitt 2009-04-01 “ . . . until now how the Navy managed to instantaneously
move from the overt legal restrictions of the naval arms treaties that bound submarines to the cruiser rules of the
eighteenth century to a declaration of unrestricted submarine warfare against Japan immediately after the attack on
Pearl Harbor has never been explained. Lieutenant Holwitt has dissected this process and has created a compelling
story of who did what, when, and to whom.”—The Submarine Review “Execute against Japan should be required reading
for naval officers (especially in submarine wardrooms), as well as for anyone interested in history, policy, or
international law.”—Adm. James P. Wisecup, President, US Naval War College (for Naval War College Review)
“Although the policy of unrestricted air and submarine warfare proved critical to the Pacific war’s course, this
splendid work is the first comprehensive account of its origins—illustrating that historians have by no means
exhausted questions about this conflict.”—World War II Magazine “US Navy submarine officer Joel Ira Holwitt has
performed an impressive feat with this book. . . . Holwitt is to be commended for not shying away from moral judgments . .
. This is a superb book that fully explains how the United States came to adopt a strategy regarded by many as
illegal and tantamount to ‘terror’.”—Military Review
Modern Naval Combat David M. O. Miller 1986 Examines the operations of the various systems, both individually and
in combination, that make up modern naval warfare design, and discusses the evolution of naval tactics and the
current practice in surface, anti-submarine, air, and mine warfare
Jane's Navy International 2005
Naval Accidents, 1945-1988 William M. Arkin 1989
Submarine Action Paul Kemp 1999 At the beginning of the 20th century, submarines were small, limited in range and
probably lethal to their crews as they were to the enemy. At the beginning of the 21st century, submarines are among
the most capable and expensive units of the fleet.
The Floating Pool Lady Ann L. Buttenwieser 2021-05-15 Why on earth would anyone want to float a pool up the
Atlantic coastline to bring it to rest at a pier on the New York City waterfront? In The Floating Pool Lady, Ann L.
Buttenwieser recounts her triumphant adventure that started in the bayous of Louisiana and ended with a selfsustaining, floating swimming pool moored in New York Harbor. When Buttenwieser decided something needed to be done
to help revitalize the New York City waterfront, she reached into the city's nineteenth-century past for inspiration.
Buttenwieser wanted New Yorkers to reestablish their connection to their riverine surroundings and she was energized
by the prospect of city youth returning to the Hudson and East Rivers. What she didn't suspect was that outfitting
and donating a swimming facility for free enjoyment by the public would turn into an almost-Sisyphean task. As she
describes in The Floating Pool Lady, Buttenwieser battled for years with politicians and struggled with bureaucrats
as she brought her "crazy" scheme to fruition. From dusty archives in the historic Battery Maritime Building to highstakes community board meetings to tense negotiations in the Louisiana shipyard, Buttenwieser retells the improbable
process that led to a pool named The Floating Pool Lady tying up to a pier at Barretto Point Park in the Bronx,
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ready for summer swimmers. Throughout The Floating Pool Lady, Buttenwieser raises consciousness about persistent
environmental issues and the challenges of developing a constituency for projects to make cities livable in the twentyfirst century. Her story and that of her floating pool function as both warning and inspiration to those who dare to
dream of realizing innovative public projects in the modern urban landscape.
Ships Monthly 1996
Fire on the Water Robert Haddick 2014-09-15 The main theme of Fire on the Water is that conventional measures of
military balance, employed by both the general public and many policy experts, underestimate the threat that China’s
military modernization poses to the U.S. position in the Asia-Pacific region. Within a decade, China’s leaders will have
the military power to hold at risk U.S. interest in East Asia. The U.S. needs to fashion a new and competitive strategy,
one that better matches the strengths of the U.S. and its allies against China’s vulnerabilities, in order to maintain a
balance of power in the region and convince China’s leaders to pursue a cooperative course. It is not obvious to many
observers why a conflict in the region is plausible, or why the U.S. should bear the responsibility for maintaining a
forward military presence in the region. China has rapidly emerged as a great power and by doing so, has acquired many
vital interests around the world. Following the pattern set by other such episodes in history, China is also acquiring
the military means to protect its new interests, a development that puts at risk the interests of China’s neighbors and
the United States. The U.S. forward military presence in the region is an increasingly difficult burden to sustain. But in
the long run, this approach will be less costly and less risky than encouraging China’s neighbors to balance China by
themselves, an alternative that will very likely result in an unstable arms race and a conflict that will damage
America’s interests. While it will be in America’s interest to maintain its position in the Asia-Pacific region, China’s
military modernization is making it much more difficult for the U.S. to do so. China’s military strategy, centered on its
rapidly-expanding land-based and anti-ship missile forces, is exploiting weaknesses in long-standing U.S. force structure
and doctrine. Due to a variety of institutional barriers, the U.S. has been slow to adapt to China’s military
modernization. Current efforts to respond are impractical, in that they expend U.S. resources against China’s strengths
rather than its vulnerabilities. The U.S. needs a new and competitive strategy that will strengthen its alliances in the
region and convince China’s leaders that cooperation, rather than military expansion and an attempt at regional
hegemony, will be China’s best course. Fire on the Water proposes reforms to U.S. diplomacy, military programs, and
strategy that will offer a better chance at preserving stability. The goal of these reforms is to thwart China’s welldesigned military modernization plan, bolster the confidence and credibility of U.S. alliances in the region, and thus
persuade China’s leaders that China’s best course is cooperation rather than conflict, the outcome that has usually
occurred in history when a new great power has rapidly emerged.
Warship Design 1996
Blueprint to Bluewater, the Indian Navy, 1951-65 Satyindra Singh 1992
The Collins Class Submarine Story Peter Yule 2008-06-02 A unique and outstanding military and industrial
achievement, the Collins class submarine project was also plagued with difficulties and mired in politics. Its story is
one of heroes and villains, grand passions, intrigue, lies, spies and backstabbing. It is as well a story of enormous
commitment and resolve to achieve what many thought impossible. The building of these submarines was Australia's
largest, most expensive and most controversial military project. From initiation in the 1981–2 budget to the delivery
of the last submarine in 2003, the total cost was in excess of six billion dollars. Over 130 key players were
interviewed for this book, and the Australian Defence Department allowed access to its classified archives and the
Australian Navy archives. Vividly illustrated with photographs from the collections of the Royal Australian Navy
and ASC Pty Ltd, The Collins Class Submarine Story: Steel, Spies and Spin, first published in 2008, is a riveting and
accessibly written chronicle of a grand-scale quest for excellence.
Sounding the Depths Michael Jasny 1999
The Arctic and World Order Kristina Spohr 2021-02-02 The Arctic, long described as the world’s last frontier, is
quickly becoming our first frontier—the front line in a world of more diffuse power, sharper geopolitical competition,
and deepening interdependencies between people and nature. A space of often-bitter cold, the Arctic is the fastestwarming place on earth. It is humanity’s canary in the coal mine—an early warning sign of the world’s climate crisis.
The Arctic “regime” has pioneered many innovative means of governance among often-contentious state and non-state
actors. Instead of being the “last white dot on the map,” the Arctic is where the contours of our rapidly evolving
world may first be glimpsed. In this book, scholars and practitioners—from Anchorage to Moscow, from Nuuk to Hong
Kong—explore the huge political, legal, social, economic, geostrategic and environmental challenges confronting the
Arctic regime, and what this means for the future of world order.
New Depths in Australia-US Relations Maryanne Kelton 2005
Soldier of Fortune 2007
Norwegian Shipping in the 20th Century Stig Tenold 2019-01-01 This book is open access under a CC BY NC ND 4.0
license. This open access book discusses how Norwegian shipping companies played a crucial role in global shipping
markets in the 20th century, at times transporting more than ten per cent of world seaborne trade. Chapters explore
how Norway managed to remain competitive, despite being a high labour-cost country in an industry with global
competition. Among the features that are emphasised are market developments, business strategies and political
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decisions The Norwegian experience was shaped by the main breaking points in 20th century world history, such as the
two world wars, and by long-term trends, such as globalization and liberalization. The shipping companies introduced
technological and organizational innovations to build or maintain a competitive advantage in a rapidly changing
world. The growing importance of offshore petroleum exploration in the North Sea from the 1970s was both a threat
and an opportunity to the shipping companies. By adapting both business strategies and the political regime to the new
circumstances, the Norwegian shipping sector managed to maintain a leading position internationally.
The British Battleship Norman Friedman 2015-10-15 Norman Friedman brings a new perspective to an ever-popular
subject in The British Battleship: 1906 1946. With a unique ability to frame technologies within the context of
politics, economics, and strategy, he offers unique insight into the development of the Royal Navy capital ships. With
plans of the important classes commissioned from John Roberts and A D Baker III and a color section featuring the
original Admiralty draughts, this book offers something to even the most knowledgeable enthusiast.
Type VII U-Boats Roger Chesneau 2012-01-20 The ShipCraft series provides in-depth information about building
and modifying model kits of famous warship types. Lavishly illustrated, each book takes the modeller through a brief
history of the subject class, highlighting differences between sister-ships and changes in their appearance over their
careers. This includes paint schemes and camouflage, featuring colour profiles and highly-detailed line drawings and
scale plans. The modelling section reviews the strengths and weaknesses of available kits, lists commercial accessory
sets for super-detailing of the ships, and provides hints on modifying and improving the basic kit. This is followed by an
extensive photographic gallery of selected high-quality models in a variety of scales, and the book concludes with a
section on research references
books, monographs, large-scale plans and websites. This volume is devoted to the
largest class of submarines ever built, the Type VII, which formed the backbone of the German effort in the critical

Battle of the Atlantic. A pre-war design, the Type VII was developed as the campaign progressed and was still in
frontline service in 1945. All the major variants, as well as minor changes to equipment, are covered here. With its
unparalleled level of visual information
paint schemes, models, line drawings and photographs
it is simply the best
reference for any modelmaker setting out to build one of these famous boats.
Conrad Waters 2019-10-30 This anthology features in-depth assessments of
naval innovations and developments around the word by leading experts in the field. The Seaforth World Naval Review
2020 provides an authoritative summary of cutting-edge naval developments across the globe. Regional surveys of
fleet evolution and procurement by editor Conrad Waters are supplemented by in-depth articles from a range of experts
focusing on significant new warships, technological advances and specific navies. This volume features coverage of the
US Navy’s Virginia class submarines, the Royal Navy’s Tide class tankers and the Indian P28 Komorto class
corvettes. Recent developments in submarine technology are analyzed by Norman Friedman, while David Hobbs’ usual
review of naval aviation focusses on the F35 Lightning II. In-depth fleet reviews look at Finland and Germany and
analyze how they are responding to the increased Russian threat. Now firmly established as providing the only annual
naval overview of its type, The Seaforth World Naval Review is essential reading for anyone interested in
contemporary maritime affairs.
Undersea Warfare in Northern Europe Kathleen H. Hicks 2016-08-02 The CSIS International Security Program
analyzes Russian undersea intentions and capabilities in the near to mid-term and the ability of NATO and partner
nations to respond effectively.
Contested Seas Andrew Metrick 2018-03-19 This report explores the changing nature of maritime domain awareness
(MDA) in the Baltic Sea and Norwegian Sea and offers recommendations for establishing effective MDA in these basins.
Pacific Defence Reporter 1989

Seaforth World Naval Review 2020
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